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AT TECHXAI WE BELIEVE IN TWO THINGS ABOVE ALL
GROWTH AND DYNAMISM
www.techxai.com

HIGHLY SUITABLE FOR YOU

TECHXAI is a securities trading ﬁrm committed to
innovation, transparency and always working for our
clients best interests. Were not afraid to say it plainly,
but simply because, Its True.
TECHXAI is an open market distributor of electronic
products. The company has a distribution of diverse
products in the ﬁeld of consumer Electronics, IT
Products.
An amalgamation of reliable and responsive sourcing
efﬁciency, distribution network talented human capital,
a responsible approach to business backed with a
trustworthy collaboration of partners and customers,
has propelled the company to be one of the leading
sourcing and distribution companies. "Sourcing the
best for the future" drives the company to excellence.
At TECHXAI, we believe in two things above all: Growth
and Dynamism.
Being a "leader" in your respective ﬁeld is something
every company wishes to achieve, but few seldom do.
This is what we concentrate on strongly and that is why
we achieve this status year after year.
Since our inception in 2015, TECHXAI has grown
considerably to become a leading solutions provider in
all areas of electrical, computer, and motors
engineering. We owe our success to our enviable and
diversiﬁed range of products, in-depth expert
knowledge of the market, and a reputation for superior
customer satisfaction.
Our product range is designed with the help of hightechnology machining process following certain
machining parameters; therefore our range of
machines and molded components is nationally
recognized for the quality, ﬁnish, design, accuracy and
durability. Constituting material is tested for
engineering strength and other attributes in order to
assure High-test product features so our machined
components are primarily used in diverse industries.

www.techxai.com

Product Proﬁle
The assortments of various products available with us include all the different Electronic & Electrical Goods.
The products are squarely used in several applications including diverse industries like automotive, electrical, robotic,
electronic, and many more. Some of the appreciable features of the products are listed below:
Accurate dimensions

Corrosion resistance

Close manufacturing tolerances

Simple to operate

High efﬁciency

Durability

Robust construction

Safe to use

Our Service
Electronic items involve different levels of automation, depending on the company and project. Companies that
produce large runs of products typically use heavy automated manufacturing. Companies specialized in
prototypes or small production runs typically assemble manually to save the time and cost involved in setting up
automated assembly equipment.
TECHXAI Services repairs and services all types of Industrial Electronics, Servo Motors, All Types of
Motors etc.
We use the latest technology to fully test your equipment to ensure you get back a fully repaired and tested unit. We
replace common failure components as well as components out of tolerance. And, because we stock thousands of
parts in house, we can have your repaired and tested unit back to you mostly every time in just 1 to 5 days. In
addition, you can turn to us for the sale of new, surplus and refurbished equipment, we even stock thousands of
absolute units!
You're Advantage:
In-House Repair Service
1-5 Day Standard Turnaround
Free 24 Hour Rush Service
100% Price Guarantee
Free Evaluations
Full Load Testing
Your facility will be able to eliminate downtime and reduce cost that historically have been seen in
the industrial service and repair industry.












All Electronic Services
Reduces long turnaround times
Communicates during the entire process
Utilize our in-house or your space repair facility to replace the high mark up
and low value of our competitors with our single source system to provide
maximum speed and value to our customers.

Our repair staff has longevity and substantial experience with the
products and services they provide. We are experts on the
extensive test equipment that we use and with our inventory
of common failure components. If an item is found
unrepairable, a refurbished unit or alternative is
offered to provide you with the solutions you need.
Our returning customer rate is over 98%
since we started and our goal is
110% customer satisfaction.
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Our Support System
TECHXAI is a complete line of high quality products to support electronic equipment. Our product
line converts your power protection, power conditioning, and precision environmental needs. We
provide clean reliable power, cool and conditioned air to maintain our customer system 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, and we support the full range from very small sensitive systems, to larger, more
complex systems that extend to multiple buildings. We also offer efﬁcient ways of removing the heat
that is generated by electronics.
While we have grown since our operation began in 2015, our focus has remained the same,
providing equipment to support and maintain conditioned space on a 24-hour basis with no down
time. We have built our reputation on service, both before and after the sale. Our customers include
a who's who in the manufacturing, banking, healthcare, transportation, retail, telecom and data
processing industries etc.
The extensive inventory we maintain and our investment in service support staff demonstrates our
dedication to keeping our customers on-line. Our in-house technical service and support staff is
factory-trained in all aspects of the equipment we represent. We have thousand plus stock
availability of replacement parts for Liebert Systems alone.
Our staff has grown over the years, and so has the number of manufacturers we represent, but we
are still focused on you, the customer, and providing 24 hour support. Our employees average more
than 5 years experience in related ﬁelds.
Call us now for better support system Support No.. 91-97-11-92-45-27

Our Happy Some Clients

Online Business Partner
ARCUATE ITER TECHTONIC
www.aitechtonic.com

doubt

www.ﬁxdoubt.com

fastread.aitechtonic.com

impolink.aitechtonic.com
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TIN: 06581230966
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Email: techxai.info@gmail.com/info@techxai.com
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